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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sweedler [7, p. 891 first mentioned that the antipodes of Hopf algebras 
over fields may have any even order or infinite order. The examples he gave 
are infinite dimensional. Radford [S] proved later that the order of the 
antipode of a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field must be finite. A 
sequence of papers published by Taft, Wilson, and Radford [6,9, lo], 
showed that it is possible to construct finite dimensional Hopf algebras 
over any field with antipodes of any given even order. Waterhouse [ 111 
generalized the finiteness of antipodal order to finitely generated projective 
Hopf algebras over any commutative ring. So, there is a natural question of 
whether we could construct Hopf algebras whose antipodal orders are 
arbitrary even integers at the level of commutative rings. In this paper we 
give positive answers for number rings Z [ l/n]. 
Originally, Taft [S] introduced examples of finite dimensional Hopf 
algebras with antipodes of arbitrary even order 2n over any field that con- 
tains a primitive nth root of unity. For fields of characteristic 0 or p not 
dividing n this restriction was dropped later in a joint work by him, 
Radford, and Wilson [6]. (Note: for general fields, see [lo].) The main 
ideas there are using a finite Galois extension of the base field to recover 
all primitive nth roots, constructing one copy of the Hopf algebra for 
each root, tensoring these together, defining a group of semilinear 
automorphisms with respect to the Galois group, taking the set of fixed 
elements, and obtaining the required Hopf algebra as a form. These two 
results are restated in Section 2. 
In Section 2 we present basic notations and conventions used in later 
discussion. Some elementary results following from these notions are 
quickly pointed out. 
* This paper is based on the author’s 1984 doctoral dissertation at Rutgers University 
under the direction of Earl J. Taft. 
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The main purpose of this paper is to construct Hopf algebras over com- 
mutative rings with preassigned even antipodal orders. In view of the 
examples mentioned above and the Galois descent technique adopted we 
go into the Hopf algebras at the level of the rational numbers Q to locate 
suitable subsets which have Hopf algebra structures over suitable subrings 
of Q. The search for these candidates focuses on the patterns of the coef- 
ficients inherited after diagonalization. The discriminant formula of 
cyclotomic fields clarifies the patterns and suggests choices of number rings. 
This process is thoroughly outlined in Section 3. The main results are given 
in Proposition 3.8. An example for n = 3 is given. 
In Section 4 we analyze the examples thus obtained from the viewpoints 
of smash product and cosmash product. Sweedler [7, p. 1551 first 
introduced the algebra smash product as a generalization of group 
semidirect product. The cosmash product is a dual notion (see also [4]). 
These two concepts involve the ideas of module algebra and comodule 
coalgebra. We specify these definitions and describe some results briefly, 
emphasizing the interrelation between spaces and their dual spaces. Sub- 
sequently we also study self-dualness. This is a helpful tool for showing the 
existence of cosmash products when we have smash products, and vice 
versa. We explicitly illustrate both products in the examples constructed in 
Section 3. The work proceeds from the level of Q(q), where q is a primitive 
nth root of unity, then to Q, and finally down to number rings Z[ l/n]. The 
main results are Proposition 4.9 and Lemma 4.13. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
An algebra A over a commutative ring B is given by maps 
mA: A 0 A -+ A (multiplication) and pu,: B + A (unit); a coalgebra C over 
$B is given by maps A,: C -+ C@ C (comultiplication) and sC: C + W 
(counit); a left A-module A4 is given by a map dM: A 0 M-+ M; a left 
C-comodule N is given by a map eN: N-r CON. All of these maps are 
assumed to satisfy certain commuting diagrams (see [7]). We use the 
standard summation notations for coalgebras and comodules 
d(c) =&, ci @cZ, e(n) =&,, n’“‘@n”), etc. A Hopf algebra H is a 
bialgebra with an antipode S,. 
Let n 3 3 be an integer, q be a primitive nth root of unity in complex 
field @, G = Gal(Q(q)/Q), and Va E G, H, = Q(q)[u,, ~,]/(a: - 1, x:, 
x,a, - o(q) aOx,,), where a, and X, are noncommuting indeterminates. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [8, p. 26311. Each H, is a Hopf algebra over Q(q) of 
dimension n2 with A,, E,, and S, defined via A,(a,) = u,Q a,, A,(x,) = 
1 @x, - x, @ a,, &,(a,) = 1, E,(x,) = 0, S,(a,) = a”,-‘, and S,(x,) = 
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-a(q”-1) a;-’ x,. Moreover, subset {a;~“, 1 0 6 r, s < n - 1 } is a basis ofH, 
and antipode S, has order 2n. 
Let L = @ME o H, as tensor product of Hopf algebras over Q(q). Define 
a group homomorphism X: G + End,(L) as follows: each X, (= X(r)) is a 
r-semilinear automorphism of L such that it maps each component H, 
naturally onto the component H,, (i.e., X7( @ ~ E o u~x~) = @ (IE o a:“,~$ = 
0 aeG uy,X~-‘o ). Note that X,X,, = X,,,. 
Let B= {bEL 1 X,(b)=bVoEG). 
I 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [6, Proposition 11. B has a Hopf algebra structure 
over Q such that L N Q(q)@, B us Hopf algebras. Moreover, A,, Ed, and 
S, are all induced from L naturally and the order of SB is also 2n. 
Notations 
(1) Throughout this paper we will use the notations A, E, and S 
freely on various Hopf algebras unless there is a need to distinguish one 
from another. All H,, L, B, X, G, n, and q will always be those mentioned 
in Section 2. Similarly, the notation @ will denote tensor product over 
various fields and rings without specification most of the time. 
(2) Let 9’ denote the set of all 2-by-lGj arrays with entries having 
values in (0, 1,2, . . . . n - 1 }. Index the columns of these elements by G. In 
other words, we denote Y= {(z),, G I 0 < ra, s, < n - 1 Va E G}. If rc E 9, 
say n=(z),,,, thendenote &‘=rO, q, = s, Vo. Let Yz denote the set of all 
IGJ-tuples, indexed by G again, whose 0th entry is valued between 0 and 
rr, Va. Explicitly, 9, = ((y,),, o IO<y,<n,tfc~}. For each KEYS,, set 
(7% Y) = (;:L G E Y and (rr*, y) = (;I?;;) E Y (where all rrO + y0 are taken 
mod n). For any rr, 0 E 9, denote (n, 8) = n,, o o(q)““‘“. 
(3) For each ~cEY, denote A”= @OEGu;Ox~~L. {A” IrceY) is 
then a basis of L. For any two rr, 8~9, denote An+‘= QOsGu~O+e”x~+eu. 
(4) Recall that Gaussian polynomials (y), are defined as follows [Z]: 
For any complex number r, integer m 3 1, (m), is the polynomial 
1 +r+r*+ ... +r”-‘, which is (rm-l)/(r- 1) if r# 1. We set 
(m),!=(m),(m-l),...(l),. For O<s<m, if (m),!#O, we set (;)r= 
(ml, V(s),! (m - s), !, where (0), = 1. These (Y)~ are always integral 
polynomials in r. If u and u are two elements in an algebra over the com- 
plex number field such that VU = ruv, then we have the r-binomial theorem 
(u + u)” = cy=“=o (Y), USUm-S, assuming rs # 1 for all 0 <s < m. These two 
facts are proved by induction, using 
r’(,il),+(f),=(‘S’), for i+j=t+l. 
For each KEY, y~9~ (see (2)), denote n(a, y)=JJasc (;;)+,,. 
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(5) Given any (T E G, we will use the same notation 0 to represent 
the following: 
(a) Action on Q(q) as Galois automorphism. 
(b) Index for columns of elements of Y and Yz. 
(c) Action on Y (see (2)): given no Y, we define Amy by 
fl(n)T = &T’ a(n), = 7rg-1, VT. Since X,( @ T E G a;~;) = @ r E o a;-‘~~>-‘7 we 
have X,(A”) = A”(“). Note that B acts as a one-to-one correspondence 
between Y and itself. For any 0 E 9, we then have CJ( n, 0)) = 
(a(~)* a(@>. 
(d) Action on 9, (see (2)): given yeYz, we define Amy?, 
by O(Y), = Y,-1,. Again, cr: 9, --f 9&, is a one-to-one correspondence. 
Furthermore, 4a(~), 4~)) = 44~ Y)), (4n), O(Y)) = a((n, Y)), and 
(a(x)*, a(y)) = fJ((~*, Y)). 
(e) Action on Mat(Q(q)): given any matrix M= (m,), set 
g(M) = (o(mU)). Note that. this action preserves matrix addition, matrix 
multiplication, and matrix tensor product and is a-semilinear on scalar 
multiplication. 
(f) Row-index for matrices having lG1 rows and column-index for 
matrices having (Gl columns. 
(6) Given ME Mat(Q(q)) with 1Gl rows indexed by G, then we say 
that A4 is G-row-transitioe if a(r-th row on M) = ar-th row of M entrywise 
Va, T E G. Similarly, define the dual notion of G-column-transitive. In the 
case of square matrices, note that if M is invertible and G-column- 
transitive, then the inverse matrix M-l is G-row-transitive. Furthermore, 
r(M-‘) is also G-row-transitive because our G is commutative. 
(7) For O<h<n- 1, bEL, define [blh =CaEG a(qh) X,,(b). Then, 
observe that 
x,(Cbld = 1 (Md’)) x,X,(b) = c 4sh) X,(b) = Cblh. 
USC aeG 
So, [blh E B. In particular, [,4”lh = C,, G a(qh) A”(“) E B for all II, h. 
3. MAIN CONSTRUCTION 
Recall that in H,, d(x”,)= (1 @x,+xb@a,)” and d(a;x:)=C;=, (;),(,, 
a;xs 0 a;+ kx;-k. So, 
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Then we have 
d([A”],)= 1 cr(qh) c I(a(n), y)A(u(“).Y)OA(u(*)*,Y) 
f7lZG YE 90(n) 
= ,FG a(qh) c 1(0(n), a(y)) A@@)J(Y)) @A(a(n)**a(y)) 
YEYP, 
= c c a(qh) o(l(n, y)) A-,y)) @ Ao((n’*y)) 
ye9’r asG 
= 1 1 g (‘“5 ’ rz,y,h,iqi) ~d(n,y))g A~(z*.Y)) 
YEY~ acG i=O 
for some r,,)r,h,iE Z 
(since each qh12(n, y) is an integral polynomial in q) 
(*) 
LEMMA 3.1. Given O<i<lGI--1, n~9, ytzYz, we have the following 
expression for some ahk ~5 Z [ l/n] : 
ICI IGI 
o((%Y))@,@(~**Y)= 1 1 ahk[A’“~Y’]h- I @ [A’“‘3”]k- 1 
h=l k=l 
Proof: Since 
IGI IGI 
1 1 C(/,k[A(A’Y)]h-, @ [A’“*‘Y’],- 1 
h=l k=l 
= c 1 
oeG reG 
( ‘ii f ahka(qh-‘)r(qk-‘)) Aa((n.Y))OAr((n*.Y)), 
h=l k=l 
it is sufficient to prove the lemma by showing that, for some @hk EZ[ l/n]. 
we have IGI I’3 $1 ,c, ClhkO(qh-1)~(qk-‘)=6,,a(q’), Va, TEG, 
or equivalently, when putting m = IGland G = { 1 = cl, 02, . . . . o,}, 
IGI IGI 
,,?I k? ahkas(qh-‘) or(qk-1)=6sros(d) 
Vl<s, r<lGI. (**) 
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Let M= (G(-by-/G\ matrix with the (i,j)th entry being o,(q’-‘), 
ei = (0, . . . . 1, . . . . 0), a (G(-tuple with only 1 at the ith place, 
a = (cq,, . ..) a,,; c(21, . ..) cQm; .. . . @,I, . . . . C.&J. 
In terms of matrices Eq. (w) is equivalent to 
a(MO M) = 1 o,(q’)(e, 0 e,) (0 : Kronecker tensor product). 
s=l 
Note that M is a Vandermonde matrix and therefore is nonsingular and 
I~12=rIl~s<r~m (a,(q)-o,(q))2#0. Now, let C=IM( M-l be the 
adjoint matrix of M. Then 
ct= C a,(q’)(e,Oe,)(M-‘OM~‘) 
s=l 
IGI 
= (1/IM12) 1 ~Aqi)(e,COe,C). 
S==l 
Using G as an index set, we could write lM12 IX= CacG a(q’)(e,C@ e,C). 
That A4 is G-column-transitive implies that z(M-‘) is G-row-transitive 
Vz E G. Hence 
e,M-’ =athrowofM-‘=z-‘(othrowofz(M-‘)) 
= (z-‘o)th row of z(M-‘) = er-Inr(M-l) ‘do, z E G. 
Furthermore, 
e,C= 1441 e,M-’ = [MI e,-I,T(M-‘) 
= Te,-l,z(IMI M-‘) = Te,-i,r(C) 
T( IW2 aI= C 4d)(~(e,) z(C) 0 r(e,) I) 
OEG 
= oFG Nq’)((e,~(C) 8 e,$C)) 
= ,FG 4q’Ne,-k~(C) 0 e,-l,7(C)) 
=,T;, a(q’)(fe,C@ Te,C)= (M(*a. 
This is the same as saying that each entry of JMl* c1 is invariant under G 
or is in rational field Q. Being an integral combination of products and 
sums of powers of q each entry is thus an algebraic integer and hence 
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is in rational integers Z. So, IMI * ahk E Z. But [MI * = ( - 1 )“I* n”‘/ 
(I-Ip,n P m’(p-1)) =nm/dn, for some integer d, (see [12, p. 2661). Therefore 
ahkEZCl/nl. I 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf n is even, then the above a,k’s are actually in z[2/n]. 
Proof Say n = 2t. [Ml* = (-l),‘* 2”t”/(2” j-J2+,,,pm’(p-‘)) = Y/d:,, 
for some integer d:,. Therefore, a,k E Z[ l/t] = Z[2/n]. 1 
For any rc, 8 E 9, recall that (x, 0) = n,, G a(q)“ueu. 
LEMMA 3.3. Given x, 8 E Y, 0 <h, k d n - 1, we have 
(1) A”AB= (71, e> A”+e, 
(2) [A”lh [Ae]k=Cj.EG [~I’+~(~)]~~~for s me O<m,<n- 1. 
Proof Part (1) follows by direct computation. 
(2) 
[A”]h [Aelk = 1 1 o(qh) z(qk) A”(n)AT(B) 
OEG reG 
= c 1 a(qh) o(A(qk)) L4a(rr)Aa(~(e)) (T = all) 
LEG UEG 
= j.;G ,FG ~klhw))w4 w(e))> A”(“)+“(“(e)) 
= ,FG ,FG 0(dwf)~~, n(e)>) k++L(fl)) 
= ,FG [FI~+~(‘)],;., where qmi=qhA(qk)(n, A(0)). 1 
Let [B] be the Z[l/n]-algebra generated by { [A”lk I rr E 9, 
O<k<n-1). 
LEMMA 3.4. [B] is a finite dimensional algebra over Z[ l/n]. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.3., { 1 > u { [,4”lk I 7~ EY, 0 < k < n - 1 } generates 
[B] as a Z[ l/n]-module. It is torsion-free because [B] G B and B is a vec- 
tor space over Q. By the structure theorem for finitely generated modules 
over principal ideal domains we conclude that [B] has finite rank over 
z[l/nl. I 
LEMMA 3.5. Given 72 E 9, 0 <k < n - 1, we have 
(1) 4CA”lk)EC 
(2) $[A”],)= TIA”**llfor some 7c**~Y, O<A<n-1. 
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Proof (1) 4CA%G) = Cotc 4dY 4A”(n9 = (LEG 4dY) &(A”), 
which is zero if some 7t, > 0, or Caec a(q“) if all rc, = 0. CgEG a(qk) is an 
algebraic integer invariant under G and hence is in Z. 
(2) Recall that in H,, 
S&x”,) = Sa(X,y S,(a,)‘= [ -a(qp’) u;lx,]s (a,‘)’ 
= (- 1)” a(qp”)[u,‘x,]” air 
= (- 1)” a(q-“) .(q)-“‘“-l’/2a,“x”,a,Y 
= (_ 1)” a(q-“-‘“-‘“‘“- lm) u;cr+“‘x;. 
This is true even at s = 0. So, 
where 
j-(n) = ( - 1 )z~eC~u 
( 
JIG 4q- - 
n. non.(%ln.li-il)) 
and 
n**=(-(n~~rru))CEd~Y (take -(xO+x,)modn). 
For any r E G, z(rr**) = Z(B) ** is obvious. Also, f(z(n)) = r(f(n)). So, 
S( [A”lk) = 1 a(qyf(o(7t)) A”‘“‘” = 
OEG 
.FG eff(~)) A”‘““’ 
= f[An**]i. if q’= Tqkf(n). 1 
LEMMA 3.6. 
(1) L 2: Q(q)OzCljn, CBI a.~ Q(qW&w 
(2) B N Q@zclln3 [B] us Q-algebras, 
(3) dim,tlln, [B] = dimQC4) L = dim, B. 
ProoJ (1) L has a basis {A” 1 7c E Y} and each A” gives rise to the 
following equations: Caec a(qh) A a(n) = [A”lh E [B], 0 <h < JGI - 1. Since 
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the coefficient matrix (a(qh)),,, is nonsingular A” is a linear combination 
of [ARlh, O< h < IGI - 1, with coefficients in Q(q). So, L equals the 
Q(q)-span of [B]. Any Z[l/n]-linearly independent subset of [B] is 
automatically linearly independent over the quotient field Q and then is 
Q(q) linearly independent because [B] EB and L N Qs(q)CQQ B. This 
shows L N Q(q)@zCI,n, [B]. Then dim,cl,n3 [B] = dirnQtq) L follows. 
(2). Similarly, we have (Q-span Q[B] of [B]) N Q@,,,,,, [B]. Also, 
dim, B > dim, Q[B] = dim,(Q Ozrl,nl [B]) 
= dim,rl,,,, [B] = dim,(,, L = dim, B. 
This implies B = Q[B] N Q OZCl,,,, [B]. 1 
LEMMA 3.7. [B] has a Hopf algebra structure over Z [ l/n] with antipode 
of order 2n. Moreooer, B N Q OZClin3 [B] and L N Q(q)@zCl,n, [B] as 
Hopf algebras over Q and O(q), respectively. 
ProoJ Since B 1: Q OZCl,,,, [B] we have 
By Lemma 3.1 we see that d, maps [B] into Z[l/n]OZClln, 
(CBI OzC,,n3 WI h which could be identified with [B]@zc,,n, [B]. 
Therefore, d B induces a map d LB]: CBI -, PI OZCl,nl PI. That 
Ed: [B] -+ Z[l/n] and S,: [B] + [B] is obvious from Lemma 3.5. Hence 
these maps likewise induce sCs,: [B] -+ z[l/n], ScB3: [B] + [B]. All 
necessary identities for [B] to be a Hopf algebra over Z[l/n] follow from 
the corresponding identities in B over Q. It remains to be seen that SCe, 
has order 2n. It is known that Sz,” = Z on B, hence S$, = Z on [B]. On the 
other hand, SZk(x,) = o(q)pk x, in each H, Vo E G, 0 <k d n - 1 (see [8]). 
SO,S2k(CX1l0)=CoEGS2k(X,)=C~IEG~(q)-kXofCoEGX,=CXIlO,~l~ 
k<n--1. m 
PROPOSITION 3.8. For any n > 3 there exists a finite dimensional Hopf 
algebra over Z![l/n] with antipode of order 2n. Zf n is even, we also have the 
existence over Z [ 2/n]. 
Proof: For general n this is just Lemma 3.7. For even n this follows 
from Corollary 3.2 and a modification that [B] be generated over 
zwn1. I 
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Remark. The cases n = 1,2 are not mentioned in the discussion because 
examples of these are well known. When n = 1, the group algebra Z[ G] of 
a cyclic group G of order 3 is a Hopf algebra over Z with antipode of order 
2. When n = 2, Z[a, x]/(a’- 1, x2, xa + ax) is a Hopf algebra over Z. with 
antipode of order 4 (see Proposition 2.1). 
) o(q) = q2}). For simplicity 
y = x,, and, in short, 
{aixjbhyk 1 O<i, j, h, k<2}. 
Also, X,(a’xib”yk) = ahxkbiqj. By counting the dimension we could directly 
show that B has a basis in the form 
EXAMPLE (n=3; q2+q+ 1 =O; G= (1, e 
let us write a=a,, x=x1, b=a,, 
aixibhyk =a’xj@ bhyk. Then, L has a basis 
{a’xjb’yi( O<i, j<2j 
u {q2a’xibhyk + q2”ahxkbiy’ ) A = 0, 1, (0,O) d (h, k) < (i, j) < (2,2)) 
(where (h, k) < (i, j) means h < i or h = i, k < j). It turns out that this is 
also a basis of [B]. Direct computation shows that products of these 
elements are indeed integral combinations of themselves. For com- 
ultiplication, observe the system of equations 
The solutions are: 
t,+qt2+qr3+q2t4=qi. 
t, + q2f2 + qtj + t, = 0 
t, + qr, + q2t, + 1, = 0 
t, + q2t2 + q2t, + qr4 = a(qA). 
(l/3, -l/3, -l/3, -213) if A= 0. 
u/3,213,2/3, 113) if 1=1. 
Using these solutions we can explicitly determine the comultiplication: 
d(aixjbiy)= i : j 00 aixrbiys @ a i+rXj-rbi+syi-s r,s=O Y s g2 
+I j 0 0 aixsbiyr@ai+sxj-sbi+I~-r 4* s Y 1 
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Each qAadx’dyg 63 ahxkb’yp + a(q”) dxgbdy’ @ a’xpbhyk can be expressed in 
terms of 
and 
(adxevyg + dxgbdy’) @I (ahxkb’yp + a’xpbhyk), 
(qadx’tiyg + q2a’xgbdy’) @ (ahxkb’yp + a’xpbhyk), 
(adx’tiyg + dxgbdye) @I (qahxkb’yp + q2a’xpbhyk), 
(qadx’b/yg + q2dxgbdye) @ (qahxkb’yp + q2a’xpbhyk) 
by solving equations like those above and obtaining coefficients in Z[l/3] 
and we do have 
00 
i j EZ 
r 4 r Y2 and I,,,)=,,,. 
Similarly, 
~(~j.~i~jbh~k + q2j.ahXkbiyi) 
ahxsbiyr @ ah + sXk - sbi + 
((kk)<(i, j); A=% 1) 
can be expressed in a desired form by the above system with coefficients in 
Z [ l/3 ] because 
Direct computations work out the antipode. 
4. SMASH PRODUCT, COSMASH PRODUCT, AND SELF-DUALNESS 
Let 9 be a commutative ring throughout the following discussion. All 
W-modules involved will be free and finite dimensional. If K is an 
9%bialgebra, then the notions of left K-module algebra and left K-comodule 
coalgebra are defined in the sense of [4]. We have the following: 
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LEMMA 4.1. ( 1) Zf A is a left K-module algebra, then A* is a left 
K*-comodule coalgebra. 
(2) Zf C is a left K-comodule coalgebra, then C* is a left K*-module 
algebra. 
DEFINITION. Let A be an Se-algebra, C an R-coalgebra, and K an 
W-bialgebra. 
(1) Given a left K-module algebra A, the algebra smash product of A 
with K, written A # K, is an W-algebra defined as follows: 
(a) As W-module A # K is A Oyl K. Elements a@ k are written 
a # k. 
(b) Multiplication is defined by (a # k)(b # g) =Cckj a(k, . b) # 
k2. 1 # 1 is the identity element 
(2) Given a left K-comodule coalgebra C, the coalgebra cosmash 
product of C with K, written C b K, is an 9%coalgebra defined as follows: 
(a) As &!-module C b K is C@, K. Elements c@ k are written 
c b k. 
(b) Comultiplication is defined by d(c b k) = &cj(kj (c, b c$“)k,)@ 
(cl’) b k2). Counit is defined by E(C b k) = E(C) E(k). 
The following four lemmas are easy to prove: 
LEMMA 4.2. A # K is an algebra and C b K is a coalgebra. 
LEMMA 4.3. A and K could be naturally identtfied with subalgebras 
A # 1 and 1 # K of A # K, respectively. 
LEMMA 4.4. ( 1) (A # K)* r A* b K* as coalgebras. 
(2) (C b K)* N_ C* # K* as algebras. 
LEMMA 4.5. (1) Given any algebra smash products A # K and E # N, 
then there exists a canonical (KO N)-module algebra structure on A 0 E 
such that (A # K) 0 (E # N) N_ (A 8 E) # (Kg N) as algebras. 
(2) Given any coalgebra cosmash products C b K and D b N, then 
there exists a canonical (KQ N)-comodule coalgebra structure on CO D 
such that (C b K)@ (D b N) N (CS D) b (K@ N) as coalgebras. 
LEMMA 4.6. Each H, is an algebra smash product, and thus L is also an 
algebra smash product. More explicitly, 
Ho = Q(q)Cx,llW # Q(q)Ca,ll(aZ - 11, 
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where the module action is given by ai .x”, = o(q)-” x”, and the smash 
product isomorphism is given by a;x”, + a(q)-‘” x:, # a;. 
L z 0 Q(q)Cx,ll(xZ) 
( 
# 0 Q(~)Ca,llbC - 1) , 
asc 1 ( OEG > 
where the module action and the isomorphism are furnished through tensoring 
those above. 
Proof It is sufficient o prove only the case (T = 1. For simplicity, write 
H=H,, x=x1, and a=aI. Note that A(a’)=a’@a’, .s(a’)=l. 
Q(q)[x]/(x”) could be given a left Q(q)[a]/(a” - l)-module structure 
by defining a'. xs = qprsxs. Then ar. (xSxh) = ar. xS+h = q-r(S+h)xS+h = 
(a” . x’)(ar .x”) and a’. 1 = 1 = v(ar) 1. So this module action actually is 
a module algebra structure. Now, define a Q( q)-linear map 
0: H + Q(q)[x]/(x”) # Q(q)[a]/(a” - 1) via @(arx’) = qprsxs # a’. This 
is obviously a bijection since it sends basis to basis. @(arxsahxk) = 
@(a’~~) @(ahxk). So @ is an algebra isomorphism. For L, the result follows 
from (4.5). i 
LEMMA 4.7. Let F be an arbitrary field, T a finite group of 
automorphisms of F, K the fixed field of T, and A # K an algebra smash 
product over F, Let X: T--f End,(A # K) be a group homomorphism such 
that, Va E T, X,, (= X(a)) is a a-semilinear automorphism of A # K. 
Suppose, under identifications A 3 A # 1 and K = 1 # K, we have, Vo E T, 
(1) X,(A)c_A, X,(K)GK; (2) X,(k.a)=X,(k)+X,(a); (3) (X,QX,)A, 
=AKXa, eKXd=qsK on K. Then E={eeA # KI XJe)=e V~ET} is an 
algebra smash product over K. 
Proof. Each X, preserves the multiplications in A and K by (4.3) and 
(1 ), also the comultiplication in K by (3), and thus induces a a-semilinear 
algebra automorphism of A and a a-semilinear bialgebra automorphism of 
K. Let A’ and K’ be the K-forms of A and K, respectively (see [6]) such 
that A N FQ, A’ as algebras and KE FO, K’ as bialgebras. If aE A’, 
k E K’, then k. a E A’ by (2) since elements of A’ and K’ are fixed under 
each X,. Hence we have an induced K-module action on A’ over K 
naturally. A’ is then a left r-module algebra (over K) by the corresponding 
identities for A. Make the identifications ABF Kz (F@, A’)@, 
(FO, R) N- A’@, (F@, F) 0, K’ N FQ, A’@, K’; thus elements (r @a) 0 
(SO k) and rs @ (a 0 k) are identified. In terms of #, A # F K N 
F@, (A’ #K K’) as F-spaces. Let aE A’, kE K’. Then a #F k and 
1 BK (a # K k) are paired accordingly. By virtue of K-forms and induced 
module algebra action this gives rise to an algebra isomorphism. Note that 
a # k=(a # l)(l # k)EE. So, A’ #,K’NK@(A #,K’) is mapped into 
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E under this (inverse) isomorphism. The same K-dimension forces 
EEA’ #.K’. 1 
COROLLARY 4.8. B is an algebra smash product. 
Proof: L ‘v (OOEG QP(q)Cx,llb:)) # (OoEG Q(q)Cagll(a:- 1)) and 
each X, is z-semilinear such that X,( @ aeC x2) = @ OE G x>m’o, 
XT(QOEG a:) = @LEG a>-‘$. Denote A = 0 6EG Qa(~D,ll(x~) and 
K=Q vEG Q(q)[a,]/(a: - 1). Then X,(K) s K, X,(A) E A, and 
qyflG a+(~Gx~))=x~((~G “(9)-~~~j(~G x.2)) 
= ( JJG w(q) --)( Q xy+ 
acC 
= 
( 
n o(q)-~d+b 
x,, x+ 
@ 
CJEG 
=(zG a5-1a).(zG x>-‘a) 
=XT(zG a+X(~G x2). 
Finally, observe that A, = A, and cK = Ed on K (think of Kc L). 1 
Remark. Explicitly, B is isomorphic to the smash product 
i 
XE 0 Q(q)c&l/(x:) I X,(x)=x Va 
OEG I 
#o 
i 
aE 0 Q(q)Ca,]/(a:- 1) I X,(a)=aVo 
I 
. 
CEG 
PROPOSITION 4.9. [B] is also an algebra smash product. 
Proof Recall that the algebra smash product isomorphism 
@: L + 0 Q(dCxJl(x3 # 0 Qe(dCdl(a: - 1) 
UEG UEG 
is defined via 
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@([A"],) = c rJ(q') cD(A"'"') 
OOG 
where x*=(z)reG, rc*=(f)zcGtY 
=JG CT (qr JJG r(y)-“.“‘) A”‘“*’ # A”‘“” 
IGI - = s;. ma,r,s cFG 4q”) A”(“*’ f A”(“*), mrr,r,s E z 
IGI - 1 IGI GI 
= *go mnJJ h;, c, bJ~nflh--l # CAK*lk-l? 
where t h,kTs E Z[ l/n] by Lemma 3.1. 
Let [X] be the Z[l/n]-algebra generated by {[A”*], 1 7~~9, 
0 <r < n - l} and [A] the Z[ l/n]-algebra generated by {[A”‘], 1 TT E 9, 
0 < r < n - 1 }. By arguments similar to those in Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, and 3.6 
we could show likewise that both [X] and [A] are finite dimensional 
Z[l/n]-algebras and are Z[l/n]-forms of aIEG Q(q)[x,]/(x:) and 
0 oso Q(q)[a,]/(a; - 1) as algebras, respectively. Arguments similar to 
those in Lemma 3.3(2) also show that 
CA”‘l,. W*ls= c W*lk;., where 4“” = l(q’) qs n ~(q)-~(“*)‘~*r. 
UEG tsG 
So this induces a module action of [A] on [Xl, and subsequently a 
module algebra action if we could show that [A] is actually a Z [ l/n]-form 
Of 8o.G Q(q)[a,]/(a: - 1) as a bialgebra. But d(A”*) = A”* @A”*, 
d( [A”‘],) = CaEG a(q') A”‘“*‘@ A”‘“‘). Lemma 3.1 and an argument 
similar to that in Lemma 3.7 then work out our claim. It remains to be 
seen that the isomorphism @ (over Q(q)) induces an isomorphism over 
Z[l/n] between [B] and [X] # [A]. Again, with standard identifications 
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and 
@( C~“l/J E zCw1 OZ[l,n, ([Xl # [Al)- cx1 # CA1 Vn, h. 
Then @ induces an algebra map [@I: [B] + [X] # [A]. [@I is injec- 
tive because @ is. Note that @-‘(A”* # A’*)= (n, 0) AO*+n*. Hence, 
O-‘( [A”*], # [A’*],) = c c a(q’) z(q”) @+(AuCX*) # A’(“,) 
acG ZEG 
= ,FG ,FG D(qY(q’)(z.+, l(O*))) A”(“*+R(e*)) 
=,FG EA 
a(n,+4@*))lki, where Odk,~n-l. 
Hence [a] is surjective. 1 
LEMMA 4.10. Each H, is self-dual, and thus L is self-dual. 
Proof It is sufficient to show the case cr = 1. Write H = Hi, etc. Let 
{ ers} be the dual basis in H* with respect to {arxS} in H. Direct com- 
putation shows that 
k+s 
ers*ehk = 
( > 
e 
s 4 
r,k+s, if O<k+s’<n-1, h=r+s (modn), or =0 
otherwise. 
4e,J= i C PehtQe4s-ry 4e,) = dd, 
r=O h+d=r(modn) 
and 
S(e,,) = (- 1)” q-(2rs+s2--s)/2ehs, where h - -(r + s) (mod n). 
In H*, let a=C;:Aqheho, <=C;::h ehl. By induction, we could show that 
n-l n-1 
arc 
c qhrehO, t”= 1 b)q! ehs- 
h=O h=O 
Also. 
n-1 n-1 
Lj*a = c qh+’ ehl=q 1 ~hehl=~a*ty 
h=O h=O 
n-1 
44=Cqh c edOQee,=aQaa, 
h=O d+rrh(modn) 
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n-l 1 
45) = 1 c 1 qkredk@er,l-k 
h=O k=O d+r~-h 
n-1 n-1 
=h:o d+?=h 
edO@e,l + c c qredl Bea 
h=O d+rsh 
n-1 n-1 
&(a) = 1 qh<eho, 1) = 4 8(l)= 1 (ehl,l)=O. 
h-0 h=O 
Now define a Q(q)-linear map 4: H + H* via a’ + a’, xS + 5”. 4 is easily 
seen to be a bialgebra map and hence a Hopf algebra map. 
Suppose 
then 
n-1 n-1 
0 = c rij( j),! 1 qiheho*ek, 
i,j=O h,k=O 
n-1 
= 1 rv( j),! qihehj 
i,j,h=O 
n-l 
:. ;To ?$q’h=O VOGh, jdn-1. 
For each j, {rij} satisfies the system of equations C’,‘ri (qh)j ti= 0, for 
0 < h <n - 1. The determinant of the coefficient matrix is 
l((9h)i)l = T n (q’-4920. 
O<i<j<n-1 
Therefore { rii} must be a trivial solution set, i.e., all rii = 0. This shows that 
4 is injective, and hence bijective by the finite dimensionality of H. Thus 
H NH* via this isomorphism. For L the result follows from the tensor 
product of these isomorphisms. 1 
LEMMA 4.11. Each H, is a coalgebra cosmash product, and thus L is a 
coalgebra cosmash product. More explicitly, 
H, = (Q(a)Cx,llM)) b (Q(q)Ca,ll(4f - 1 )I, 
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where the comodule action is given by xi + air Ox:, and the cosmash 
product isomorphism is given by a;~“, + ((s),(,) !/s!) x”, h u;+~. 
L = 0 Q(4)c&l/(x:) ( b 0 Q(q)[%ll(4f- 1) > LTEG I( OCG ) 
where comodule action and the isomorphism are furnished by tensoring 
those above. 
ProoJ By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.10 we see the existence of such cosmash 
products. The following discussion exhibits the realization. Think of 
(Q(q)[x,ll(x”,))* and (Q(q)[u,]/(az - l))*. If {f,} is the dual basis with 
respect to {XL}, then f,*f,=(“;“)f,+,(=O if r+s>n), d(f,)= 
Z=,f,OL-,, ~(f,)=6~. Hence Q(q)Cx,l/b:) = (Q(q)Cx,ll(x:))* via 
x; + r!fr as bialgebras. Also, if {e,} is the dual basis with respect o {a;}, 
then e, * e, = 6,e,, d(e,) = C;=0 e,@e ,-,, s(e,) = 1. It then implies that 
Q(a)Ca,ll(a: - 1) = (Q(cl)Ca,ll(aZ- 1 )I* via 4 + C:zd 4q)‘” e, as 
bialgebras. So, 
H, = H,* = (Q(q)Cx,llbC) # Q(q)Ca,ll(G - 1 )I* 
= (Q(q)Cx,ll(x:))* b (Q(q)Ca,l/(a: - I))* 
‘v (Q(q)Cx,l/(x”,)) b (Q(q)[a,l/(a: - 1)). 
It turns out that the Q(q)[u,]/(u;- 1)-comodule structure on 
Q(q)[x,]/(x;) through the above identifications is given via x; --) a;‘@ x:, 
and the cosmash product isomorphism for H, is given via u;x; + 
((&,,,!/a~!) xs b u~+~. 1 f7 0 
LEMMA 4.12. B is also self-dual and a cosmush product. 
Proof Let a: L + L* be the Hopf algebra isomorphism in Lemma 4.10. 
Define X’: G --+ Endo to be the “transferred” group homomorphism 
such that X’(a)=QX(cr)Q-‘. Then 0(B)= {f *EL* ) Yb(f *)=f *Va} 
has an induced Hopf algebra structure over Q such that (1) 52(B) N B over 
Q and (2) L* N Q(q)@Q Q(B) over Q(q) as Hopf algebras. It is easy to see 
that 
B= c rllAk ( rnE6$(q),Z(r,)=rr(*)Vt . 
no9 1 
If we write 0” = SZ(A”) ( = @ oeG a;“(? in view of Lemma 4.10), then 
Q(B) = c r,W I rn E Q(q), $r,) = r,(,) v7 . 
rre9 I 
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Direct computation shows that 
Let f=C nEY~rXQR~Q(B), b=&EY~SBA6~B. Then, V~EG, 
and 
So, (A 6) E Q and (B(B), B) c Q. Under identification B* = { f~ L* 1 
f(B)c Q} we see that Q(B) sB*. Both have the same Q-dimension and 
must therefore be identical. We thus have an induced isomorphism 
Q: B N B*. The cosmash product structure for B then follows from 
Lemma 4.4. l 
PROPOSITION 4.13. [B] is a cosmash product. 
ProoJ Recall that the cosmash product structure of L (see Lemma 
4.11) is expressed via Iy: L + (@oEG Q(q)[x,l/(x:)) b (@oEG a(q)[%l/ 
(a”, - 1 )), where 
and the comodule map is ~(O..G~~)=(O,.Gu,“u)O(O..Gx~). 
Given KEY, write X”= aoeG ((rc,),(,,!/~~,!)x~, C”= @OEGuz”+nn. 
Thinking of these as elements of L and applying X, and [ 1, to them we 
get 
481/111/Z-11 
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and 
Y(A”)=X”b C” 
and 
Y( [,4”],J = C o(qh) X”‘“‘b Cacn) 
C7EG 
= Z[ l/n]-combinations of elements [xl], b CC”], for various r, s. 
This setting suggests possibly that we should let [Y] be the Z[l/n]-module 
generated by { [A?], 1 K E 9’,0 < r < n - 1 } and [C] be the Z[ l/n]-module 
generated by { [P], 1 ne.P’, O<r<n-1}, and then try to show 
[B] N [ Y] b [C] as coalgebras. First, we need a coalgebra structure on 
[ Y] over Z [ l/n]. In general, 
Hence, 
(see Section 2). 
A( [xl],)= C a(qh) 1 i(a(a), r) x'"'"'3"OX'"'""3" 
OEG r E .Y"(,) 
= r z 
II 
JG 6( qhll( n, r)) X"""*'" 8 X"""**'" 
= Z[ l/n]-combinations of various [X(K*‘)]k 0 [X(n**r)],. 
Also, E([rlh)=Cc,~G o(q") &(X0(“)) = 0 or CocG o(qh) E Z depends on 
whether some K, is nonzero. Note that every [J?],, is fixed under all XT’s 
(when restricted to @ OE G O(q)[x,]/(g)). It is then true that every 
Q-linearly independent subset of [Y] is also Q(q)-linearly independent 
(see [3, p. 2961). By arguments similar to those in Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, 
[Y] is a Z[l/n]-form of @osG O(q)[x,]/(x:) as coalgebra. On the other 
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hand, { [C”] r 1 rr E 9, 0 < r < n - 1 } is in fact identical with the generating 
set for [A] as in (4.9). So [C] = [A] is a Z[l/n]-form of 
0 oEG Q(q)[a,]/(a: - 1) as bialgebra. Finally, 
$(C~lh) = c 4d) wfUC~9 
UEG 
= 1 o(qh) ( @ Q.).) 0 X”‘“’ 
UEG ?EG 
= Z[ l/n]-combinations of various [C”J,@ [xl],, 
So we have an induced [A]-comodule coalgebra structure on [Y] 
over Z[ l/n] and an induced Z[ l/n]-coalgebra map [Y]: [B] + 
[1 Yl bh[l,n, [A]. [Y] is injective since Y is. It remains to be seen that [Y] 
is surjective. Recall that 
‘Wn) = x” baa,,, C” 
and 
(do both “+” and “-” mod n.) Hence, 
Y- ‘( [J?lh b [Ce]/J = c c c(qh) z(qk) AT(e)“(K) 
asG rtG 
= ;JG ,FG a(qh/l(qk)) A”(i.(o)‘n) 
= ,FG [Ai.(‘)‘“],,.e [B] for some t,. 
: . [ Y] is indeed surjective. i 
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